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Abstract

In this paper we propose a meta-modeling approach to adaptive knowledge management. It
extends previous work by introducing an application-specific layer which allows to specify meta-
models for different types of application such as teachware or business information. These models
focus on the conceptual content structure of knowledge modules and their modular composition.
They facilitate their managing, exchanging and dynamical composition to personalized informa-
tion spaces. We further introduce the concept of view specifications which allow the adaptation of
knowledge modules to the individual user. As an instance of our generic framework we discuss a
teachware-specific meta-model and its binding to the XML based Learning Material Markup Lan-
guageLMML.

1 Introduction

Today, business information, teachware or knowledge in general is frequently provided on an intranet
or on the internet in a variety of formats that is more or less unstructured and can essentially only be
accessed using the corresponding viewers or readers. Users often vary in their interest and are seeking
an individual access to these knowledge modules by adaptable navigation and presentation of given
contents and structures [4] in different types and domains of application. Authors usually want to find
and combine knowledge modules. They also want to adapt them to new audiences at various levels of
granularity. Both not only need general hypermedia modeling concepts [8] but also application-specific
and domain-specific structures and meta data. Unfortunately, in most cases, meta data which could be
exploited by a knowledge management system is either entirely missing, individually assigned in a rather
ad hoc way, or describes learning objects [7] or electronic resources [5] only at the coarse granularity of
large chunks of knowledge.

We present a meta-modeling approach to adaptive knowledge management which extends previous
work [16] by introducing an application-specific layer. It allows to describe the modular structure and
theconceptual document structureof knowledge modules in an application-specific way which is needed
in composition, navigation and adaptation. The latter also profits from the new concept of view speci-
fications which specify transformations on semi-structured knowledge modules [1]. Our approach does
not depend on a relational or object-oriented modeling of an entire topic itself and thus avoids the huge
effort needed in conceptually modeling an academic web site [11], electronic product catalogues [6], the
domain of multimedia [18] or programming languages [10].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce our meta-modeling architec-
ture. Section 3 describes our abstract meta-model and its sample instantiation for teachware applications.
In section 4 we discuss the binding of our models to XML. The paper is concluded with a summary in
section 5.



2 Modeling at Different Levels

The requirements described in the previous section emphasize the need for a common conceptual and
modular structure of knowledge, while at the same time they call for application-specific instantiations,
e.g. for teachware or business information which themselves can be further specialized by domain-
specific models. This suggests to use a meta-modeling approach to knowledge management rather than
to focus on single models for each type and each domain of application.
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Figure 1: Modeling at different levels

The bottom layer of our meta-modeling architecture (figure 1) consists of thereal world knowledge
to be managed. At the second layer,hypermedia information spacesare describing the given domain
of application. Their conceptual and modular structure, i.e. the admissibleform of the hypermedia
documents and structures is described indomain-specific models[16]. In theapplication-specificlayer
the common structures of e.g. teachware or business information is specified. Finally, the common
abstract meta-modeldescribes what it means to be a application-specific model, i.e. gives a definition
of the general kind of structure description that is accepted and can be understood by a knowledge
management system.

3 Abstract Meta-Model and its Application-specific instantiations

The properties found to be common to knowledge coming from different types of application are realized
in a straightforward way in the meta-model (cf. center of figure 2) which can for example be instantiated
in a teachware-specific way.

3.1 Modeling the Conceptual Structure

On the right hand side of figure 2, the abstract conceptual content structure of the content provided e.g.
by teachware or by the business information in a company’s intranet is specified. Our approach does not
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Figure 2: Abstract meta-model and its teachware-specific instantiation

depend on the conceptual modelling of a domain itself. Thus, the smallest units of these contents are
not the single subjects or topics but so calledConceptualUnits. Their variable inner structure is realized
by ContentObjects. Both concepts are, at the meta-model level, instances of the general conceptRe-
sourcethus allowing all kinds of relationships, described byRelationship, to hold forConceptualUnits
and ContentObjectsas well. To allow the assignment of different types of metadata toConceptual-
Units, ContentObjectsas well asRelationships, we use the conceptConceptualProperties. Figure 2 also
shows the teachware-specific instantiations of these concepts. In teachware there are theConceptual-
Units CourseUnit, TrainingUnit, EvaluationUnit, AnnotationUnitandExampleUnitswhich can be fur-
ther specialized to domain-specific units like aSQLTrainingUnitin the domain of teaching and learning
database theory. In business information there areDepartmentUnits, EmployeeUnits, ProductUnitsetc.
which can be further specialized toFinanceProductUnitsin the domain of finance business information.
TheseConceptualUnitscontain the differentContentObjects Motivation, Definition, Remark, Question,
ExerciseandExamplewhich can contain the semantically unspecified floating objectsParagraph, Table,
List andMultimedia. To increase readability we have omitted some details in figure 2. For example,
our teachware-specific meta-model also specifies whichConceptualUnitcontains certainContentOb-
jectsor which ContentObjectsare involved in a particularRelationship. In the domain-specific model
for teaching mathematics or computer science [16], theseContentObjectscould be further specialized
to Theorems, Proofsor Algorithms. In business informationProductUnitsmight containDescriptions,
TargetAreasor Suppliers. For the time being we do not introduce standardized teachware-specific types
of relationships but keep this additional feature for future use. At the moment,Relationshipslike ex-
plains, illustratesor trains are rather defined implicitly by their corresponding source types and target
types as inExercise trains Definition. Finally, teachware offersPedagogicalPropertiesas instance of
ConceptualProperties.



3.2 Modeling the Modular Structure

On the left hand side of figure 2, the abstract modular structure of hypermedia information spaces present-
ing teachware, business information or knowledge in general is specified.ConceptualUnitsare presented
to the user by different kinds ofBasicModuleswhich are the smallest units and the terminal nodes of a
polyhierarchical hypermedia structure. EachModulehas to be contained in at least oneStructureModule.
The meta-model also specifies whichRelationshipsare relevant to navigation and therefore are presented
by Linkswhich can be instantiated with different kinds of operational behaviour. All modules provide
information necessary for composition, navigation and adaptation. To allow the assignment of different
types of metadata toBasicModules, StructureModules, andLinks, we use the conceptModuleProperties.
Finally, eachModulehas aViewSpecificationeither directly assigned or inherited from its supermodule,
which specifies transformations used in adaptation (cf. section 4).

Looking at the modular structure of teachware, aCourseUnitcan be presented by aLMML docu-
ment(see section 4) or aCMI-Softwarecomponent, e.g. a Macromedia Director Movie or an Asymetrix
Toolbook book [3]. TheseBasicModulesare grouped byStructureModuleswhich realize the multiple
teaching strategies [17]GuidedTours, Collections, GlossariesandIndexes. In teachware,Linksbetween
modules of the sameGuidedTourare called inner links whereasLinkscrossing structure boundaries are
called cross links. The containment relationshipcontainsof submodules in modules can be used to
switch between different learning contexts. Finally,GuidedToursprovide additional links for sequential
navigation of their submodules.

4 XML Binding

A knowledge management system should be able to manage knowledgeModulesfrom different types
and domains of application using database technology which is particularly suited to improve especially
the access to huge amounts of documents [2]. To make use of the advantages of our meta-modeling
approach presented in the previous sections, we need a format which allows storage, easy access, combi-
nation and adaptation ofModulesby a knowledge management system. As an XML (Extensible Markup
Language, [9]) document is a hierarchy comprising elements that have contents and attributes, XML
is perfectly suited for representing our hierarchical modeling, i.e. the conceptual content of the basic
modules as well as the modular structure. Our teachware-specific model and its domain-specific instan-
tiations serve as a well defined basis for a corresponding XML based markup language, the learning
material markup language (LMML) [12], the elements of which represent conceptualContentObjects
by syntactical means. Furthermore,ViewSpecificationsare realized by Style Sheets of the Extensible
Style Language (XSL) [9]. They useModulePropertiesandConceptualPropertiescoming from XML
bindings of different metadata proposals and standards like [7] for restructuring and rendering the corre-
spondingLMMLmodules for different audiences, layouts or platforms.

5 Conclusion

A meta-modeling approach to adaptive hypermedia-based knowledge management has been presented.
It extends previous work by introducing an application-specific layer which allows to describe know-
ledge about aspects of the conceptual and the modular structure of teachware, business information etc.
We have described teachware-specific instantiations which can be further specialized e.g. by a domain-
specific model for course material on database theory [16]. Our approach enables knowledge manage-
ment systemes like the Passau Knowledge Management System PaKMaS [15] to provide type-specific



filtering of ContentObjectsandRelationhips, adaptable presentation and convenient navigation [13] as
well as sophisticated query capabilities, the support of automatical integration of new material and the
import and sharing of existing material and its composition and configuration to new audiences [14].

Finally we presented a XML binding of our model specifications and discussed how they serve as so-
phisticated a-posteriori data schemata that allow to apply database technology to knowledge management
to improve especially the access to knowledge modules.
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